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EXCERPTS from:
About this book and the Author
Romans 5:20, King James Version (KJV) (cf. K2 [11])
… But where sin abounded, grace did much more abound
Sin is an old-fashioned word. Just read "wrong/mistake".
This is a real book for the mature, and it is about you and me, that is, the reader. The title looks innocent, soft, weak.
Surprise; it is not! Grace and Truth are the most powerful weapons and powers in existence. They are put at our
disposal to master our lives, but, we have forgotten their use, purpose and implementation, their application in and
to our lives. Understanding it, correctly discerning our position first and foremost, is the only true base, upon which
anyone can build success in his life, his family, his village or city, his country, even the universe. – It is not for nothing
that the addition states: Declarations and answers that stood the test of time.
If you are in need of a drastic change in your life’s circumstances, if you are actually interested in finding out, why
and how you can become strong enough to master your life’s circumstances gracefully, then, you can find all the
answers you will ever need, here, explained, laid open for anyone to use. You do not need this book to master your
life; you need the subject knowledge laid out in this book. Understand it, get hold of it, and it is yours, forever. The
actual secret of the mastery of a subject is long forgotten by most people. True mastery is only demonstrated if you
are capable of producing success out of nothing, when it is required, NOT when it is not needed! – Henceforth, you
can learn how to master the circumstances of your personal life! You need grace to read this book, and even more to
understand what is being presented. Grace and willingness to confront truths are requested, which you might prefer
never to hear or see because they are terrorizing. They reveal the foundations of your and my personal responsibility,
and that is frightening indeed, as it shakes the foundations of our perception!
When we think of a weapon, we picture something forceful and devastating. Pulling the trigger of a pistol aimed at
someone, will potentially injure! Applying a weapon correctly, wisely, knowing how to handle it with due care,
knowing for what purpose such a weapon was built, being trained and understand when and how to use it, can save
lifes, and/or kill.
Why? Because of its devastating effects and impact! Training is of necessity to understand when and how to apply it,
and when not. It is easy for a pilot to push the button that releases the bombs of his aircraft. He just applies thumb
pressure to a plastic button, right? – NO! Released, bombs will reach a destiny and destroy! The pilots should make
sure they hit the right targets!
As a youth, my dad lived in Switzerland on the border to Germany. The US Air Force dropped bombs on Germany
during World War II. The pilot and his crew misread the map and a few times dropped the bombs on the city, where
my dad lived. The bombs did not just miss a target or city; they missed the right country! A river, the biggest waterfall
in Europe and a ring shaped castle towering high over the city were the major landmarks. All the pilot would have
needed to understand, were these three major landmarks to discern the right country. Apparently, he learned and
mastered the training how to push the button to release the bombs; each 3-year old could have achieved that
mastery! However, the crew obviously did not have a clue about the orientation and correct assessment of their
distinct position! –
You say, so what? I just pushed the button a bit too early, reset, game over, and restart. – You are bloody wrong, is
my answer to you! You say this is no proper language? WRONG again, it is dead-on. The result got bloody, due to a
wrong position assessment and wrongly timed action, my expression is thus NOT incorrect. I am not an untrained
person using harsh language, the people who want to make you believe this is no correct language are the perverts.
The expression “bloody wrong” precisely and neutrally describes the occurred facts of the event. You might not care
about such, maybe not even be aware of what this caused, not just to my family, but to many households, in fact, to
a whole city, but the concerned do care! I hope you get the point.
I am stating this here to raise your awareness today in your environment! This subject is not about children’s play, it
is about responsibility, and it refers not primarily to the liability of your command structure, it talks about YOUR and
my personal responsibility! – I stated this book was about you and me. – Yes, the subject of this book is purely
centered in that fact. YOU and I make the difference, if the plans, our environments have come up with, will fulfill
their purpose, or not. They have prepared everything for us, even trained us for that purpose. However, WE need to
apply it correctly in combat. Our commanders and superior officers cannot do such for us!
You may have already found out, life is a continuous combat we find ourselves in, else, there was no need to change
circumstances. Thus, the subject of this book, as you notice, is not about weak and soft things. It is about bloodshed,
terror and outcomes for the concerned. Buckle up and get ready for a rough ride if you want to accept your personal
challenge and responsibility.

Still interested in changing your life’s circumstances? Read on! Become aware of your own situation and
circumstances. Consider being in the position of the bomber pilot in the above example. You are now a bomber pilot
on a mission in your personal life. When and where should the plastic button simply be pressed, and where does the
released weaponry hit the target for its intended purpose? – THAT is what this book is all about. - DO NOT read on, if
you think (not say) you are too smart, you already know everything, are perfect, holier than anyone else, have
absolutely no faults. Or, if you space around on the Mount Olymp with fairytale God's in the clouds, having no more
feet-contact with the real everyday ground, or cannot stand being confronted with sometimes ugly, brutal, even
perverted situations and language, that occur in real life, expressed and pictured as die-hard and understandable as
they take place. I WILL NOT make you feel comfy and turn a blind eye to things that, admittedly, should not happen,
yet, take it or not, do! For be warned, once you read on, your perception will shift. You might not realize it straight
away, but you will not be able to escape the impact on the rest of your life. A true statement, formerly interpreted, is
heavy to dismiss.
Life seems not to play fair, and we become seriously wounded and injured at times. There is a real war, which we
may never want to see. This terrifying war, takes place within ourselves first and foremost, sometimes leading to
even physical, outside wars. State the silly question: "Why did a war start" and you find, honest answers may not
even be acceptable, allowed, admitted or said, nor openly discussed, out of sheer terror, to what extent an honest
solution would affect lives. Remember Galileo Galilei, summoned before the Pope, after finding out that our planet
turned and moved, contrary to the Pope’s and clergy’s believe: After his forced public denial, he is said to have
murmured: "But it does move"! This topic raises awareness of things usually forbidden to talk about, to address
openly and commonly understandable, man-told untouchable things, not allowed to be true, because such findings
smash foundations of current strongholds and positions of power.
If you are ready to honestly confront many life-impacting questions, and are seeking for answers you might not hear
otherwise, truly wanting life changing experiences, you need to listen a little different to blindly accepted
fundamentals, like Galilei did. If you are in a position, where you train, educate, take care of other people, you are
gladly invited to join me in THE major challenge in anyone's life. If you are a trainer/teacher, consider this a "trainthe-trainer-exercise". DO NOT read it like any other book, flipping through the pages backward and forth. If you take
it for the first time, do so step by step.
Under the age of 6, you need not read this book. Until the age of 12 it might be a good idea to have someone elder
with you. - All others, read on. There is careful intent in the way it is written. Get ready for a new although truly
ancient understanding. ANYONE'S inside life will suffer major impacts and hammer-blows because EVERYONE that
ever lived is exposed to truth's he would rather not accept because they scatter our supposed life-foundations!
This book is a book for the 21st century. We are confronted daily with not entirely academic, society, scholarly,
company culture or even church suitable experiences, events and language. The same will happen here! The
illustrating examples are deliberately taken from periods spanning thousands of years and entirely different cultures.
To benefit from the answers today, some of the very ancient language and expressions, though provided in the
original meaning, I take the liberty to picture into our today's world and language because we live in the now.
First of all, the key issue that went wrong in above bombing event needs to be addressed. Ensure the capability of
discerning your correct position, i.e. where you are, and it would certainly help to know if the released weaponry hits
friend or foe. Your instructors already know how doing that, alas, they are not there in your personal life. They
trained you to the best of their abilities so that you know and hopefully do the right things when the time is at hand.
Moreover, the time is at hand in anyone's personal life always NOW.
I once met a Filipino lady, with an exceptionally deep understanding of this subject. When suddenly realizing
something, she cheered: "Yeah, Barbecue (grill) -Time, what sweet incense!" - People looked at her, startled. What
she meant was: "The truth that just hit her, if accepted, burns away this defect. The outcome is the odorous smell of
what hurts so much right now inside. - Such is true mastery in understanding! - Hard to swallow, yet easily explained
by this one simple cry: "BBQ (grill) -Time - Yeah!" - No matter who you are, taken seriously, it will hit you hard with
devastating impact. A Barbecue in the sense, we need something to grill to enjoy the flavor. We will grill a whole
series of golden calves, Holy Cows, things, we are not to dispute, contradict or question for one single reason. Once
disclosed, people, who are proved wrong, might lose their influence on other people!
I was once on a management contract with a bank, tasked to help a senior manager. When introduced, I asked him:
"What is your biggest problem to address first?" – A change in the color of his eyes took place, the typical business
reaction almost every time, the terrified reply: "I have NO problems. I do not need to be fired, do not need help.
Everything is all right; I am in full control!" My reply: “Well, then I have three-month huge consultant's pay for a nice
holiday. However, your superiors asked me to come and help, not to replace or fire you”. - He needed much grace
and ran a great risk just admitting to himself and me, there were problems that caused high losses to the company.
Consequently, the fix needed to be made in his sphere of influence. Only once the blunt truth was exposed, we could

start looking for alternative solutions to fix it. Whether in business or private life, we ALL are usually stunned,
frightened to admit problems or shortcomings, when being exposed.
In some meetings with C-Level Leaders of large international companies, it is forbidden to use, speak out loud or
write down words like "problem/failure/loss, for fear of uncontrollable impacts
.....
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------EXCERPTS from A-Aim:
GRACE AND TRUTH IN THE 21ST CENTURY - A MASKIL (INSTRUCTIONS)
ANDY LANG
A - Aim
John 17:4; NIV, (cf. K2 [10])
4 I have brought you glory on earth by finishing the work you gave me to do.
Come to the waters and drink
The truths revealed in this book have proven and demonstrated themselves solid and confirmed for thousands of
years. Mighty empires, even World empires were built on the foundation of this knowledge, from literally nothing.
Conquerors, like the Babylonians, the Medes, the Persians, the Greek, understood, used it, to their own personal
advantage, and the advantage of their families, loved ones, and to the benefit of their subordinates; mighty kings,
they cemented and expanded their domains of power and influence, to overcome each and every obstacle in their
way. The truly great man knew the secret of success. Such can never be measured in earthly money, sole in the value
of their own shed blood, what they invested their whole life, influence and power in. That is what made them great!
Were it not so, each parent losing/giving his life to save their children, each soldier, the king, giving his life/shedding
his blood for his country, were a fool. And they are not!
Forgetting about these foundations resulted in gambling away their kingdoms, losing them to others. Alternatively,
finding dreadful ends in bitter fights, battles, and wars, paying with their blood, the blood of their families,
descendants, subordinates, not for a great cause, but for naught!
Picture an idyllic landscape with mountains, a lake, green pastures, trees, a forest, a beautiful sunset, the moon and
the first stars already out and visible. Watch a few roe deer and sheep standing there, drinking. Enjoy the majestic
impact of this setting, as you lay or stand there in the grass, soaking in the environment and scenery. Now, include
your family, your loved ones, your friends, add them to your mental picture, and rest. Let your imagination progress
the setting, as the sun goes down, the light slowly dims, and the effect of more appearing stars kicks in. As your eyes
adjust to the changed light situation, rest for a few moments. Watch the wild animals crossing, the sparkling of the
stars on the surface of the lake, the glittering of fish jumping out of the water. Watch your family and loved ones,
how they enjoy this short quality time with you. Soak in the sparkle in your partner’s and children’s eyes, and plainly
rest, listening to your own heart. To achieve such a state of heart and mind is the work, that is given us to do,
accomplish, to each and every one of us.
THIS is the aim, the peace and joy, the way how personal earthly life situations should look like, every moment of
anyone’s life. Such is the mental and heart condition when it is healthy and sound.
Now, mentally lay this picture over the image, how your life and situation is currently looking, and suffer a
demonstration about the impact of the deviation that now becomes visible! Depending on how healthy your current
status is, there might be no need for any changes, as there are no deviations, the mind is at rest, secure, healthy,
content.
However, some readers might, in their personal appreciation of current life situation, see the exact opposite. A rural
wilderness, noise, the sound of bombs hitting, explosions, attacks of numerous foes, coming from all around,
seemingly unstoppable. – Should this be the case, there is only one solution: hefty machinery is of the essence to
make this wilderness in life tranquil again, changing the impacts on a person’s life, until reaching again a situation like
described above. And brute force with devastating, deadly impact on your adversities is of absolute need to throw
back the attacks. Afterward, perform the cleanup jobs, to make your green pasture safe again, to regain peace,
security, success and your domain of influence. You would hardly like to enjoy the idyllic scenery above, watching
your children step on some mines, leftovers from the war, which you omitted and forgot to clean up before.
The good news is; you need no physical weapons to achieve all of this, no physical heavy duty machinery. What you
first and foremost need, is the understanding, the knowledge of the above world emperors’, how to address these
personal conflicts successfully.

The biggest war and challenge that rages does so within us! This book is NOT about how to change others, which
would be plain manipulation, suppression, violation of another person’s will. The central focus of this book is you.
No-one of us has the ability to change someone else. However, everyone, every human, even a child, can let himself
be changed. Moreover, changes only take place, where we adopt the correct and proper awareness of situations and
their underlying truths, simply, because then, our altered perception hopefully leads us to the right decisions and
following actions!
Such is the challenge set before any person on this planet. How to change this impact in your life’s situation, is the
topic of this Maskil. How can you achieve this without earthly force, which is not available to you? Moreover, the job
is only finished, once your life and the life of your loved ones is safe like in the above picture. Your or my job is only
truly fulfilled once we reached this in our complete sphere of influence. Only then, we accomplished the objective.
The highest goal that any human being or created thing can ever achieve in one’s life. The finishing line, everyone
wishes to, can and should cross, the ultimate victory, fulfillment of all that can be dreamed of, or is imaginable, the
eternal and everlasting crown of victory. All are described in this one sentence. “I have brought you glory by finishing
the work you gave me to do.”
You might think, why should I do that for someone else? - My answer to you is simple: Do not! Do it for yourself and
your family, for such exactly is the master plan behind it! Keep the idyllic picture as your aim. Is this how you would
like your life to be true, feel, for every moment? – Then, profit from the knowledge and understanding personally!
Learn, get to know for yourself, what made those great emperors high, and watch personally, how this transfers your
life’s situation and the situation of the people around you. The thus revealed knowledge and understanding have
been given to you and me as a gift! – What we do with gifts presented to us, is up to us! Do we trample them, crush
them, leave them unopened, never play with or use them, ONLY we decide!
The person, who can honestly state above, has entered even eternal rest. For him or her, nothing remains to be
done. No one can accomplish more in this earthly life. This one sentence embraces complete fruition, the perfection
of life’s raison d’être, embracing and enduring throughout all eternity, an everlasting inheritance that exceeds
anything imaginable. He or she that can proclaim this in truth is free indeed, forever and ever. Neither death nor hell,
nor any power in the whole universe can reverse this. What has been completed remains unchangeable.
One of the life’s biggest mysteries is a simple, eternal truth: the past can never be changed. It stands and remains
forever. Any athlete that ever competed in a world’s or an Olympic game knows, this is only too true. Winning or
losing, the moment the tournament is over, the ranking table became official, the gold medal was handed over, the
books are written and closed. History will exactly remain as it closed. Any military leader, engaging in a decisive
battle recalls the same. Once a battle is over, the result remains unchanging. Likewise the student who attends his
final graduation test. Once time is up, and test scores are out, this result will remain. Independent of the outcome,
pass or fail, time and tide wait for no man
....
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------EXCERPTS from
B – Maskil
The title of this book is for the day and age of the 21st century in which we live, a strange name. A Maskil is in short
an instruction or directive that stood the test of time in the natural as well as in the spiritual world. Like almost
everything in life, foreign words need to be read in the historical context, the language from which they come, as well
as be understood according to the mentality and local conditions prevailing at the time when the words were coined.
It may easily be that the word is a lot older. I used for the definition a source at the time approx. 1’000 years before
Christ. At this time, there was neither radio nor television or Internet. Reading and writing were reserved for a small
elite. Mainly rulers, kings, priests, court scholars, and rulers’ sons were taught at the time, and once in a while a few
prisoners who subsequently had to interpret the terms of their new rulers to their citizenry, as well as to explain the
cultural conditions of the in subordinated to the new rules.
A few words about the “sources” used (references to the root directory in chapter [K1 [x]; [K2 [x]; [K3 [x])]: I often
apply the Bible. On most important things or inaccuracies in the translations, I use expressions from the Amplified or
NIV, sometimes words from the Jewish Orthodox source [13]. Such has happened for several reasons. At the time,
some thousand years ago, when the events took place, there were no books available according to our present
understanding. Individual documents, passed from parchment or stone tablets, were treasure guarded, because their
turnout was extremely expensive. The manufacturing of parchment costed a lot of animal skins and specialists who
were trained in the appropriate processing. Only the wealthy could afford documents. The Bible, as we know it
today, only became a book according to our understanding much later. Its name derives from the Latin name
“Biblia”. This translated books, not a book, but many books. Today we understand the word library, which means
nothing more than a collection of books and documents. The term Bible is actually nothing more than a particular

lexicon of collecting knowledge about the events of the affected time with a primary focus on spiritual things and
their natural and spiritual effects on families and society. Something like how you know Wikipedia today, with one
big difference. We should understand that this book, as we know it today, is a compilation of reports, covering a time
span of estimated 2’500 years. These documents have not merely a mixture of authors or central parts, of kings over
priest, Arab princes, elegant, widows, shepherds, whores, bandits, doctors, customs officials, fishermen,
joiners/carpenters, scholars, rich, poor, powerful and killers, but are also a collection of various ethnic backgrounds
and different original languages and fields of influence. Everything is represented by the Arabs about Egyptians,
Medes, Persians, Turks, Jews, Greeks and Christians. In awkward translations, I refer to Jewish words [13], because
their intellect of their civilization, speech communication and culture should probably be best. Only selected and
trained people were allowed to create copies or translations under the strictest safety precautions. Even the smallest
error meant: the fallible document had to be buried and created anew. Further, it is a historical fact, you find the
most reliable reports from eyewitnesses and direct stakeholders. It is understandable that in putting together today’s
well-known book not only chronologically, but i.e. timeline criteria were also used.
Two further points are interesting and worthy of special mention: the oldest document is not the beginning, but the
book of “Job”. Job was an Arab Prince. The Jewish people did not exist yet at the time. He should have lived, probably
around or before the time of Abraham, in the area of 1’000 – 2’000 before Christ. Surprisingly, his insights, his
precognition, and his knowledge, apparently included not only the outcomes of his past but also the subsequent
millennia. The second significant detail is the tale of the emergence of the so-called “new” testament. The events life,
destruction, and resurrection of Jesus Christ are by far the best-documented events in world history of that time. The
source reference is simplified by the book layout and verse count that each clearly indicate the underlying sources.
Although perhaps one or two verse numbers in the translations differ, this is, however, a more accurate reference as
we today can accomplish in most cases in our time. Just think about computer programs or today, try to look-up the
plethora of laws, rules and regulations, be it with your employer, the State, or at your home. When I fill out my tax
return, I’d love to have such a precise system of order that shows me exactly where I or my wife have filed the
appropriate documents even today, despite computer. Without the bother of drawing together the documents,
completing of the declaration would take much less time. The Bible is not a storybook, but an accumulation of
knowledge from that time, which is historically interesting and relevant. In the Western world, the “zero point of
time” is referenced on the birth of Jesus Christ, even though it differs by 4 or 5 years. So, we write the year 20xx,
after the birth of Christ. In this book, if I suggest a source reference from the Bible, I want the reader to understand
clearly, that this is not referenced on fantasies, but simply on historical facts and events.
Concluding, I point to the fact, that at the same time, these documents were also the training manual of the King-tobe and ruling Kings in those days from a Jewish perspective. The books of Kings and Chronicles are not just an
ancestor’s register, but actually in today’s understanding, the management principles for guidance. By coup about
rebellion, greed, murder, robbery, political intrigue, civil wars, corruption, power poker, noble whores and beautiful
or wealthy daughters, used to achieve individual goals, all is available. Aspiring rulers were trained how to act in the
appropriate situations. What is amazing in this evidence is, that you can pick up both effects, obedience, what impact
it had, and what effect the opposite, i.e. disobedience, had.
This collection of knowledge clearly illustrates: The testimonies have survived the millennia for one reason: We
humans, no matter what time we live in, have to deal with our environment. Everyone goes through the same cycle
from birth until death. We are born and bring nothing except our conscience. We grow in training, age, must deal
with others around us, grow old, lose power, make way for the younger, and last, we all die. Because these life stages
and this training course are the same for everyone, even for all flesh, these findings are also eternal, they survive the
millennia.
Taught or trained people, according to our present understanding probably most likely academics or students,
passed their knowledge and insights through directives (MASKIL) to the various heads of groups or fields. The
interaction with the “normal people”, you and I at the present time (I take for granted that most readers of this book
are neither world rulers, nor children of kings), took mostly place by way of music. Stories, legends, and fables were
mostly learned by the people through the songs they sang to their children. Thus, the word MASKIL today is primarily
known from the Psalms. These were instructions to the worship leaders (the head of the choir, orchestra, or the
band, in today’s understanding), how and what to teach. At a time, where there were no books, according to our
current understanding, and the fact, that, except priests and scribes, hardly anyone could interpret or write, it was
carefully seen to it that such instructions were extremely accurate, limited to their most significant meaning,
embracing the core knowledge, getting hold of the central messages in any case fully and truthfully. Merely the most
trusted and respected were privileged to write such MASKIL, or to forge it. Since the order and intention for this book
falls into this category of instruction, and the content presents a timeless, eternal spiritual fact, as instructed, the
ancient expression is the correct one for this book.
Of course, the word “instruction” is common in today’s parlance. In our present time probably less in the spiritual
domain, as more of the natural. Everyone who takes part in our current global economy is inundated with
educational activities and instructions, either from the State, by large companies or employers. Let me point here,

especially to the main elements that still today has globally recognized validity. Hardly anyone of us knows what lies
behind such teachings, and how profoundly they affect our lives today
....
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------EXCERPTS from:
E – Thrones
E1 Dominions
„Cease to listen to instruction if you do not want to hear it.“
The absolute safest way to your demise is this setting. Through this, you yourself securitize the right to your throne
and forfeit it to others. By this, you yourself seal your own eternal defeat and disgrace. Instructions are used to show
you the way to the destination. If you do not abide by them you can stay at home, you will never hit the goal, It is as
easy as that. If you desire to climb on Thrones, you must not merely discover and recognize the correct instructions,
no, you necessitate to understand and adopt them. Otherwise, it leads to nothing. Please realize when we speak of
Thrones and powers, we are talking about areas of dominion!
Honor is won on the field of battle, not on the grandstand or on the couch in front of the TV, where you gleefully
indulge in alcohol and chips, while watching the soccer game, you all-knowing comment every action: "That was shit,
No! Remove the tomatoes from your eyes! Is this idiot asleep? Did he not see that? What a loser! -Goal! Victory!
Super Hero! World class! King! Textbook-like! Wonderful! We are the greatest ever. -Two minutes later! Shame! A
dead loss! Failure! Run! There is one free! My hero has to shoot the goal, not you! You cannot do it! Only my hero
can! What a loser is this coach! Take that loser out of the game! My hero is sitting on the bench; that would never
have happened to him! How could we only give this game away, out of our hands, still lose within two minutes, we
were superior! Steps must be initiated immediately for the better, we need new blood in the leadership! Substitute!
What a shame for our country, what a shame for me, the viewer. WE have lost!"
On the battlefield, self-discipline and order are the A & O, the Alpha and the Omega, the beginning, and the end.
Note carefully who and what the catalyst for the defeat is: it is your will! It is your willingness to act on the
battlefield, according to the instructions and directives of your leadership. Not in accordance with the enemy’s
instructions for you, not according to the instructions of nonparticipating spectators, but only and solely in
accordance with the instructions of your leaders, your authorities, your teammates, your officers, your instructor! –
Here, already the first crux lies buried. If you have no idea what it is actually all about, you will never reach the goal,
despite your undergoing the hard training and the privation, even the instructions! And so, you have built your entire
youth, the entire base of your life on sand. -Do you not believe me? -OK, two examples:
Your superiors know you do not have the prerequisites for the great success, so they trick, you get doped, whether
you know about it or not, is irrelevant! –Unfortunately, after your cheated victory, you get caught in the doping
control. The conclusion becomes official: You and your leaders have betrayed. You are stripped of the supposed title.
Your superiors have no idea of the physical and mental conditions, which are required from you for the path to
success. They also do not care. They have paid you and now want to bask in your success. The rest, you, your life,
your family, they do not care about one whit. Their training is, therefore, inadequate. In the final or the battle, within
five minutes you imitate limp. Off, end, guaranteed!
Know one thing with absolute clarity right now. When it is about thrones and crowns, you hear billions of screaming
voices that tell you what you have to do. These voices are loud, drowning out any quiet and clear instruction of those
who have your best in mind, achieving the same goal as you, namely to win the battle.
You decide whether you want to accept instruction, or not. You determine from whom you want to behave this.
Among the billions of spectators who know everything better than you, are usually also your enemies, because they
do not like you, would rather have others, from whom they trust or expect more for their personal gratification. The
billions are not even on the battlefield, but you, your mates, your coaches, your superiors and your opponents are.
On the battlefield, when it comes to thrones and dominion, all legal and illegal means available will be applied! In
sports, work or family, perhaps only up to your hospital stay, in a war until your death.
Instruction is discipline. Tight rein means correction. To keep with our example of the soccer World Champion: the
task of the trainer is not to flatter the stars of the team with beautiful words if the performance is inadequate. The
participant does not get better if he is not told, where he weakens. If the coach does not tell him, the team loses. If
he is told but does not want to hear, he must be replaced. The coach is on the sidelines and sees what is happening
in the game from a different perspective. The player sees only his opponents, who need his full attention. The coach
sees the own and opponent’s team, recognizes your adversary’s strategy, sees where they ruthlessly exploit your
weaknesses. He gives heed, but also on the weaknesses of the opponent's turn to benefit from this. Clear commands

must come during the 90 minutes in the square, even in overtime, until the referee blows the whistle to end the
game. The same applies to the discipline of conflict and battle.
Here we see the three C’s of leadership. Whether it involves military, sports, employment, household, or divine
things, it remains the same. Each throne, also a World Cup Crown is a throne, the football team wants to climb in our
example, can be earned and defended only in one manner:
Command, Control, Correct.
Our introduction example shows, with all clarity: with one, two and three each person in this world can identify ultracomfy. Everyone wants to command and control, Yes, everyone wants to correct!
Only when it comes to Thrones and crowns, the secret lies in the disclosure of the question, who should I command,
control, correct? Amazingly, the answer to this question no one wants to hear! And anyone who does not want to
hear it, that was just it, like postulated in this introduction, has by his own hand and consciously just forfeited the
throne before he even began the journey!
Discipline means greatness; discipline means growth, acceptance of discipline is an indispensable prerequisite for
success in any situation of your liveliness! Have you not recognized this, understood and internalized it in your life as
a fundamental doctrine, only ruin is waiting for you and your family.
Even if you are the star of the championship football team, you are subject to this tight rein. Your coach gives you a
clear command, and you refuse to follow, your own trainer must replace you to protect the team. –Who wants to
worry about Thrones, Yes, who seeks such, must resign himself to the superficially ugly fact, Thrones do not mean
ultimate feudal autonomy, but submission to authority!
If you do not want to understand or accept this, stop right now, read no further. Spend your time on more
meaningful activities that give you pleasure. Enjoy the remaining time to the fullest, because your demise is
preordained. You have renounced the throne, just from ignorance and arrogance. These two properties: Ignorance
and arrogance make the understanding of instructions impossible. If you do not desire to hear or know what it is
about, if you do not care to understand, you will also never realize or understand something!
This is not religious, vague and spongy theory; That is the tough truth. Anyone who has ever achieved something
knows all too well the knowledge of the truth that “hurts”. If you have children,
...
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Should you have learned and recognized one thing in this Maskil, it is the following: Grace and mercy are nonnegotiable. Even where grace and mercy flow, the consequences are to bear. Each misconduct has implications; they
must be born for the rest of eternity, even where forgiven! THIS is no more preached by anyone, in view of the clear
anxiety, that either jail or ban (i.e. Shunned by everyone else, excluded from society), or even killed, to see to it, that
the warning voice of God is no longer permitted to be audible!
A simple example, that clearly represents this fact, show it as totally non-religious, purely rational, clearer than you
might like it. Everyone is well aware of this everyday situation. A boy and a girl, a man or woman, sleep with each
other because the opportunity arises. No relationship is planned, no responsibility anyway; the only aim is the brief
fun and excitement of the moment. – It sometimes now happens, that unwillingly, unwanted and unexpected, the
receipt shows up. The fun ended up in a serious truth. Unfortunately, the action bears fruit, hits, a child is fathered,
which was never intended. – Despite grace and forgiveness for the “misstep” or the adventure, the fun, the fling, the
moment, the undeniable consequence, the fact of the begotten child, is irreversible, can never be undone! Denial
proves no help. Whether you immediately execute an abortion or accept the child, does not play an anymore role in
this respect, the results can never be deflected. – Or, has any preacher or authority ever shown you a possibility,
quasi by backwards operation, reverse sexual intercourse, to again separate the sperm and the egg, hence that all
traces are blurred, the effect never took office? – Scarce! They lead you to believe such like in a bad novel, yet, the
consequence of your action is clearly visible and noticeable, there will be a new inhabitant of this world. Medical care
is needed, even in the event of an abortion. You will certainly carry this knowledge and impact for the rest of your
life, as will your surrounding. In case of abortion, you hopefully do not encounter a cure quack. Hopefully, nothing is
damaged, that renders later and wanted childbearing impossible. If you keep the child, next to medical attention a
series of other things will be needed, for kindergartens, schools, jobs, insurance, even possible retirement pensions

and old age housing. – Have you ever truly thought about this, acknowledged it as a fact, that your own personal
decision and action triggered all this?
...
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The very greatest part of humanity yearns not for Justice, but rather, as the rich themes and story books of successful
movies and Heros show, to crack down on the tribunals. You sympathize with the action movie, where the hero is
doing "everything that is necessary" to fulfill its mission. Often still mysteriously under the menace of the customer:
should this ever be publicly recognized, they would totally deny any awareness. This conversation and order would
then have never taken place. The written order is burned after reading. The secret service hero with a "license to
kill", the lone avenger, who gains so-called justice through vigilance, coroner’s as lawyer’s of the dead, this makes
money ring in the coffers of the filmmakers, makes the masses to put their sour-earned money on the table.
I still recall the course introduction to the law almost three decades ago. Each higher education includes at least the
rudiments of jurisprudence. The lecturer, a white-haired elder lawyer, who partook with us one of his personal
experiences. He had considered law, because he desired to contribute to the enforcement of Justice. Then, in a real
trial, as a young clerk of the court, something happened, a decision, he couldn't believe it. After the trial, he went to
the judge in private: "How could you ever arrive at such a finding of fact? This is crying injustice!” -The evaluator
would have looked at him, threw off his head and said: Young man, I am a judge, not God. From me, is not expected,
that I bring justice to triumph because I can never know all the facts. The task for which I was hired and get paid is to
pronounce a verdict. -Confidence and elan of the young court clerk were abruptly broken.
I've forgotten much of the subject, but this outcome is still in my consciousness. -We are on the keyword witness.
This report, the introduction of the course law, was, in fact, two testimonies at once. The old lawyer experienced a
trauma as a young law graduate, that never again passed on him. He had obviously selected the right profession for
himself. The passion with which he taught this testimony out of his personal life, a negative experience, motivated
him for the remainder of his liveliness, he wanted to be a sound attorney. This experience had left its brand in such a
manner, that, even almost 40 years later, he gave this to us young students as a tutorial for our professional future.
There was, in this slight introduction, but even a second witness/testimony, the instruction of the judge, which was
too lawful. The lecturer never spoke about this dimension. Let us inspect this example, however, under the
magnifying glass of our theme, grace and truth in the 21st century, and we find something shocking. As brutal as the
judge looks in this object lesson, he was right in his assertion. We will look closer in the chapter about throne’s, why
our lecturer in this case "lost". Just to note, the judge held his judgment-seat for a reason. Rightly, he made the
young clerk aware of the barriers. The judge showed the fresh graduate the limits of life, the limits of feasibility, the
limits of his jurisdiction.
The judge had clearly realized, what was in his power, and what not, and he behaved accordingly. He was mindful
that he was not God, only human. He was cognizant that he could never know all facts. He, when he pulled in the
speech, never pretended to know truly whether his conviction was fair or unjust. On the contrary, he taught the
young aspiring lawyer one of the most significant lessons of his future calling. He worked out his profession, for
which he was compensated. He rendered a judgment because that was the basis, the core of his profession. He
answered what he believed was right, examined and debated the evidence and rendered a judgment. That is all you
can ever expect from an earthly Court. More, no earthly Court can serve!
-The fruit, which this event and rebuke caused, was clearly a fruit of the spirit of truth, which brought fruit for the
rest of his life, and how you can assist, even found its way into this Maskil to further help future generations. The
young advocate learned his lesson. With passion, he fulfilled his vocation, which he accepted. He wanted to help
right to victory, so he became a lawyer and fought, as much as was in his power, within the possibilities of his
profession, for his later clients. The flame of this realization, this spark, jumped over almost 40 years later on my
generation, while he taught us. He had us partake in this realization of truth, as we studied business administration
as our profession, for our future professional life, that we would later not exercise judgment on dreams, but on the
ground of real facts. The fruit of the spiritual truth of this testimony lives on. We exist in an environment where we
never know all the facts. We make each of our determinations, which are required of us, even in our profession,

whether we want to or not. This decision separates. Whether we finally brought justice to triumph or acted as
instruments of injustice, much of this turns out mostly only after.
...
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This leads us to the most basic property, that qualifies testimonies or affidavits. Affidavits are only as good as the
credibility of the witness. This is the core. By what criteria do you want to assess credibility? A blind assumption is
completely unsuitable as a criterion. You will run directly into the blade, I hand you a written guarantee on that
matter. I earlier used an extreme example to illustrate the point. A murderer kills one of your children in front of your
eyes, you overthrow him, and now he plays the “purified”, asserts you, how sorry he would be, you should let him
go, he would never again do such thing. Assume, you do believe his protestations, as he cries heartbreaking. You let
go of him. The man gets hold of a few steps, pulls the next weapon, turns around and kills your second child. Once
more, you overthrow him. – Now the crucial question: Would you blindly guess a second time? Would that be a
healthy act? – This question is purely rhetorical. I postulate: Another blind guess regarding such a person would
probably be the worst thing you can ever do in your life. Yet another blind vote of trust would result in the next fatal
outcome, with a mathematical probability of almost 100%.
If you say now, this would be an extreme example, your assertion is correct. However, we daily experience in our
lives, that exactly this mistake is made. It does not always need to be a killer, stealing is more wide-spread. Higher
managers and government officials that are caught in self-service from the till, as if by magic, re-appear after their
so-called dismissal again in even more powerful positions. Whereas a saleswoman is branded as a thief and
dismissed, when 2 franks are missing from her cashier at the end of the day. It is hard to accept, that, in Europe, we
even have such court verdicts in our day and age, that forever record such abominations. The lubricated Politician or
Manager, who self-services himself on an entirely different scale, will never sit in jail for even one day, and certainly
not be unemployed for long.
We all know the examples of election promises in politics. Once the voting is over, the promises usually dissolve in
the air, fail, even where well-intentioned, to the genuine resistance from the existing authorities.
Today, these are even tough formulated demands and announcements from government parties, stating this as
acceptable. Electoral promises would never be allowed to take literally. If you desire to become a politician, they
most probably perform a suitability test, if you are capable of lying convincingly. Should you fail this examination in
the eligibility process, this will hardly be viewed as a promising career perspective for you. – We are on the topic of
decisive criterion for the assessment of credibility. At present, Politicians in many countries struggle with exactly this
fact. Government programs are in place, aimed at restoring the credibility of governments, Politicians and high rulers
in the eyes of the so-called people/masses. Why do you think they spend billions on such image-maintenance? –
Because they know for sure, it depends on their credibility if they can continue their dominance and leadership role.
This is also a testimony. Judge for yourself, how many times you still want to uphold applying such presumption of
innocence in a blind trust. History just teaches us one thing on this issue. If you incorrectly do this too often, the
result is inevitably war, where, ultimately, you and your family pay with your own blood and lives.
Again, it is crucial to come to realize the decisive element, which is your own testimony, i.e. your words and
actions/deeds, which you perform daily. If you trust in the force of arms since the resurrection of Jesus Christ took
place, you never ever belong to him, and thus, can never be a reliable, trustworthy witness of divine truth. The thus
far disclosed time testimonies in this Maskil state clearly, whoever performs this step to physical weaponry, is not
standing in the divine truth. The murders and killings that take place are performed by witnesses of the spirit of lies
and falsehood. They will kill each other. It must be clear to you, if you abstain from such bloodshed, you will possibly
become a victim of their actions too. – Someone once said the words: If you are not ready to die for your conviction,
then, this, your conviction, is also not worth to live for, and enter into its service.

...
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